What does it mean to offer in-person instruction for approved on-campus HACC classes?
https://youtu.be/FOFvgTqo24Q

[A red screen with white text appears on screen reading, “HACC On-Campus Classes”]

**VOICEOVER:**
HACC, Central Pennsylvania’s Community College,

[A backpack and clock icon appear under the text.]

**VO:**
is offering in-person classes on our campuses as one learning option.

[The text and images disappear and are replaced with text at the top of the screen reading, “What does this mean for you?”]

**VO:**
What does this mean for you?

[Under the text on the left, an image appears of two masked students on campus. On the right, an image appears a health career student in protective equipment washing their hands.]

**VO:**
For this type of class, you will:

[The images disappear.]

[A backpack icon and the text, “Attend class on campus” appears on screen.]

**VO:**
Attend class on a HACC campus during the scheduled class time

[Under that, a test icon and the text, “Complete your exams on campus” appear on screen.]

**VO:**
Complete your exams on campus

[Under that, a person at an easel icon and the text, “Receive in-person instruction” appear on screen.]

**VO:**
And receive in-person instruction with your fellow classmates

[The icons and text disappear and a video of the HACC Summer and Fall 2021 Announcement page is on the right side of the screen.]

**VO:**
When you are on campus for class,

[A checkmark appears on the left side of the screen.]

**VO:**
please follow HACC’s guidelines at: hacc.edu/Coronavirus
When registering for classes, this option will use the name of the campus along with the building name as its description. An example is shown here.

At HACC, we have various learning options that work for you! Please visit hacc.edu/Fall2021Options